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What new (≈ currently unknown) human needs 
are likely (≈ more likely than not) to appear 

in the transformed world

under the condition that 
natural humans can choose to stay natural and 

live decent lives then? (≈safe world)
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Unlimited 
time horizon



Words
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What Is Need?

Need is lack of something that is required for survival of or is desired by one or more 
humans. 

INCLUDING desires, drives, values, negative values

Here I speak about generalized types of needs, e.g. need for food, aesthetic need etc. 

Their satisfiers belong to a relatively homogeneous category, are more or less interchangeable 
(e.g. different foods, shelters, aesthetic objects).

≠ individual need expressions (need satisfiers)
≠ groups of needs (e.g. self-transcendence, dimensions, Status Defence group…)
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Can be 
endless 



Existing or, Better, Currently Known Human Needs

Murray, Rokeach, Schwartz, Maslow, Rogers, Kenrick, Griskevicius, Neuberg & 
Schaller, Herzberg, Alderfer, McClelland, Barrett, Inglehart-Wenzel, Hofstede, Lewis, 
Trompenaars, Max-Neef, Aavik & Allik…

Up to several 
hundred 'needs'
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Theoretical model of relations among motivational types of values, higher order value types, and bipolar value dimensions 
(adapted, with permission, from Schwartz, 1992). 
Schwartz, S. H. (1994) Are there universal aspects in the structure and contents of human values? Journal of Social Issues. Vol. 50(4), 19-45.



What Is Transformation?

Is any change ≈ transformation?
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Transformation Criterion

In a system with several top-level subsystems,

if certain share of them (here – more than half) change 
QUALITATIVELY, 

it is transformation.

A qualitative change is emergence or disappearance of 
some types of sub-elements. 
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I am a system 
with eight top-
level elements



Transformation from What / Where?

What can we consider a starting point for future millenia?
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Model of the Present World
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Dominant agents
(Human beings)

Operand resources

Operant
resources

This system has three top-level 
subsystems.
More than half of them is two.

Hence,
if two or more subsystems 
change qualitatively,

the change is transformative.

“Skills”, 
know-
how“Objects”



Possible Transformations

How to imagine them?
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Scanning

• Scientific sources (articles in 
Scopus database)

• Artistic (films, books, artworks)

• Informal (YouTube, rankings, 
forums, Wikipedia etc.)
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Leading literature.
Molitor, G. (2003) Molitor forecasting model: key dimensions for plotting the "patterns of change". Journal of Futures Studies. Vol. 8(1), 61-72.



Futures images – ideas of significant changes
Everything is assumed to be possible in the unlimited long term
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Dominant agents
(Human beings)

Operand resources

Operant 
resources

Aliens
Altered humans
Artificial agents
Demons
Hybrids and mutants
Infertility
Infomorphs
Regulators
Single-gender world

Advanced weapons
Alteration of humans
Astronomical engineering
Clairvoyance
Controlled plants and animals
Supermind
Immortality
Interplanetary space travel
Invisibility
Mass surveillance
Mind control
Molecular assembler
Resizing
Shapeshifting
Superintelligence
Teleportation
Time travel
Travel to the Earth centre
Slavery, reduction of freedom

Apocalypses, catastrophes
New chemical elements
Other worlds or universes
Portals



Removing what obviously deteriorates 
the conditions for natural humans
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Dominant agents
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Operand resources

Operant 
resources

Aliens
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Regulators
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Supermind
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Time travel
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Selecting possible transformative* changes
* Likely to be associated with qualitative changes in two or three top-level subsystems
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Selecting possible transformative* changes
* Likely to be associated with qualitative changes in two or three top-level subsystems
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Dominant agents
(Human beings)

Operand resources

Operant 
resources

Aliens
Altered humans
Demons
Hybrids and mutants
Infomorphs
Regulators

Alteration of humans
Astronomical engineering
Clairvoyance
Supermind
Interplanetary space travel
Mind control
Molecular assembler
Resizing
Shapeshifting
Superintelligence
Teleportation
Time travel

Other worlds or universes
Portals



Dominant agents
(Human beings)

Possible transformative* changes
* Likely to be associated with qualitative changes in two or three top-level subsystems
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Regulators*
*Can change 

human motivation 
mechanism(s)

Operand resources

Operant 
resources

Aliens
Altered humans
Demons
Hybrids and mutants
Infomorphs
Regulators

Alteration of humans
Astronomical engineering
Clairvoyance
Supermind
Interplanetary space travel
Mind control
Molecular assembler
Resizing
Shapeshifting
Superintelligence
Teleportation
Time travel

Other worlds or universes
Portals

New 
operant 

resources

New operand 
resources

Significant 
competition



So what?
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Dominant agents
(Human beings)

Can We Suggest Any Probable New Needs Based on This?
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Regulators*
*Can change 

human motivation 
mechanism(s)

Operand resources

Operant 
resources

Aliens
Altered humans
Demons
Hybrids and mutants
Infomorphs
Regulators

Alteration of humans
Astronomical engineering
Clairvoyance
Supermind
Interplanetary space travel
Mind control
Molecular assembler
Resizing
Shapeshifting
Superintelligence
Teleportation
Time travel

Other worlds or universes
Portals

New 
operant 

resources

New operand 
resources

Significant 
competition



No, don’t tell them!
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Dominant agents
(Human beings)

Let’s Analyze Every New Component
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Regulators*
*Can change 

human motivation 
mechanism(s)

Operand resources

Operant 
resources

Aliens
Altered humans
Demons
Hybrids and mutants
Infomorphs
Regulators

Alteration of humans
Astronomical engineering
Clairvoyance
Supermind
Interplanetary space travel
Mind control
Molecular assembler
Resizing
Shapeshifting
Superintelligence
Teleportation
Time travel

Other worlds or universes
Portals

New 
operant 

resources

New operand 
resources

Significant 
competition

Not by 
themselves



Dominant agents
(Human beings)

What New Needs Are Likely to Appear?
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Regulators*
*Can change 

human motivation 
mechanism(s)

Operand resources

Operant 
resources

Aliens
Altered humans
Demons
Hybrids and mutants
Infomorphs
Regulators

Alteration of humans
Astronomical engineering
Clairvoyance
Supermind
Interplanetary space travel
Mind control
Molecular assembler
Resizing
Shapeshifting
Superintelligence
Teleportation
Time travel

Other worlds or universes
Portals

New 
operant 

resources

New operand 
resources

Significant 
competition

What is 
really new?



Dominant agents
(Human beings)

One Case Requires More Knowledge 
or More Assumptions
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Regulators*
*Can change 

human motivation 
mechanism(s)

Operand resources

Operant 
resources

Aliens
Altered humans
Demons
Hybrids and mutants
Infomorphs
Regulators

Alteration of humans
Astronomical engineering
Clairvoyance
Supermind
Interplanetary space travel
Mind control
Molecular assembler
Resizing
Shapeshifting
Superintelligence
Teleportation
Time travel

Other worlds or universes
Portals

New 
operant 

resources

New operand 
resources

Significant 
competition

Anything they 
want? 



Dominant agents
(Human beings)

Even more power, what does it change?
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Operand resources

Operant 
resources

Aliens
Altered humans
Demons
Hybrids and mutants
Infomorphs
Regulators

Alteration of humans
Astronomical engineering
Clairvoyance
Supermind
Interplanetary space travel
Mind control
Molecular assembler
Resizing
Shapeshifting
Superintelligence
Teleportation
Time travel

Other worlds or universes
Portals

New 
operant 

resources



If nothing can stop us?

If nothing can stop humans from taking 
any action, what stops them from taking 

an action with a negative impact 
on themselves?
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If nothing 
can stop 
humans 

from 
damaging 

themselves,

they 
need to 

self-
limit.
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Self-Limitation
is a Probable New Need

‘Liberty means responsibility’ (G.B. Shaw) -> 
‘Liberty means self-limitation.’
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Self-limitation is ‘no’ to 
other needs, including 
cases when there is no 
competition between 

other needs, and when 
‘no’ is needed to make 

‘yes’ possible 
tomorrow.

“Need is lack of something that is required for survival of 
or is desired by one or more humans.“

Is self-limitation a need? – Yes. It is required for 
survival  of humans.

New? – Not known before – yes.

Yet it has existed all the time. It’s just getting more 
‘visible’ now, when past limitations get surpassed:

• Power of monopolies, dictators, or the rich
• Power of social media, fake news
• Climate
• An individual making weapons of mass destruction and 

applying it remotely?
• …
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From linear to circular thinking

Self-Limitation is a Negative Need (Value),
Not Identified in Earlier Research
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Transcendence group of 
needs (Maslow)
Universalism (Schwartz) 

A person is actively aiming 
for certain goals (values), 
e.g. wholeness, aliveness 
etc. suggested by Maslow or 
unity with nature, world at 
peace suggested by 
Schwartz. 

Self-limitation is obviously an opposite of active pursuit 
of a certain goal – it is about refusing from such a 
pursuit. Hence, it belongs to the domain of negative 
values that has been suggested by Aavik & Allik (2006).

Self-control (Rokeach), 
self-discipline, humble, 
moderate, responsible 
(Schwartz; Schwartz & 
Sagiv). 

A way in which a person 
appears in the eyes of the 
others or the way one can 
be evaluated by others or by 
oneself.

Self-limitation does not carry the meaning of evaluation 
of one’s actions or their future impact.
In my opinion, self-limitation is closest to wisdom, which 
is also one of the values suggested by Schwartz, but self-
limitation is much narrower and more specific.

Values of survival, 
security, subsistence 
and similar ones

Self-limitation may be instrumental to a broader range 
of goals, including transcendental or benevolent ones.



Practical Implications
• Futures thinking skills and knowledge about future are likely to be in 

higher demand.
• People will need better and more easily available capacity to explore 

unintended, indirect consequences and to evaluate diverse choices 
holistically.

• Self-limitation shall increasingly happen at the individual level. 
It needs to be taught.

• Corresponding behaviour patterns need to be proposed to the society 
through education and media. The rule of thumb can be formulated this way: 
‘As soon as nothing limits you, think of limiting yourself.’

• Self-limitation shall work on the collective level, too. 
• Collective controls, means of mass surveillance and control, also preventive, 

will probably need to increase to unprecedented levels in future, justified by 
the purpose of collective survival. As a civilization, we need to make a leap in 
this field without throwing baby with the bathwater.
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I cannot I can, but I care!
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Thank you!

Let’s find another 
planet…
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